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L
ight-weight, strong, conductive carbon
nanotube (CNT) yarns have attracted
intensive interest in various research

areas from flexible supercapacitor or battery
electrodes to high performance artificial
muscles. Yet previous study has mainly fo-
cused on relatively simple structures such
as straight-shape yarns. Given the one-
dimensional structure, it is possible to
further create more complex architectures
utilizing the strength and flexibility of nano-
tubes, which may extend application areas.
CNT yarns are typically made by spinning a
large number of nanotubes and introducing
twists togenerate strongvanderWaals forces
among nanotubes,1�7 and have shown a
number of potential applications such as
tough fibers, conducting wires and elec-
trodes, sensors and actuators.8�19 More re-
cently, by controlling the twisting direction
and guest infiltration, tensile and torsional
actuators that can be triggered by versatile
ways (electrically, chemically, photonically)
have been demonstrated.14�19 It shows that
deliberatemodification on the yarn structure
is a powerful way to bring novel properties
and extend application areas. Owing to the

mechanical strength and flexibility, a straight
CNT yarn can be overtwisted and form
regular helical loops resulting in single- and
double-helix structures, as reported by our
group.20,21 During the initial process of spin-
ning, twists are applied to individual nano-
tubes and hold them tightly, resulting in a
straight dense yarn. After that, upon contin-
ued spinning, more twists can be incorpo-
rated into the yarn by microscopic structural
deformation (e.g., coiling) leading to a helical
or spiral morphology.20,21

Here, we show that extensive twists can
be introduced into a thin flexible CNT yarn
by spinning, resulting in a random entan-
glement analogous to a mingled and en-
tangled rope. Compared with straight or
helical yarns with relatively simple config-
urations, in the present work we explore the
behavior of such entangled CNT yarns with
a much higher level of structural hierarchy
and complexity formed under an ultimate
overtwisting condition. We find that the
yarn entanglement can be fully resolved
and stretched to very large tensile strains,
with elastic strain recovery (due to the
presence of twists) and linear change in
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ABSTRACT Introducing twists into carbon nanotube yarns could produce hierarchical architectures and extend their

application areas. Here, we utilized such twists to produce elastic strain sensors over large strain (up to 500%) and rotation

actuators with high energy density. We show that a helical nanotube yarn can be overtwisted into highly entangled,

macroscopically random but locally organized structures, consisting of mostly double-helix segments intertwined together.

Pulling the yarn ends completely resolved the entanglement in an elastic and reversible way, yielding large tensile strains

with linear change in electrical resistance. Resolving an entangled yarn and releasing its twists could simultaneously rotate a

heavy object (30 000 times the yarn weight) for more than 1000 cycles at high speed. The rotational actuation generated

from a single entangled yarn produced energy densities up to 8.3 kJ/kg, and maintained similar capacity during repeated

use. Our entangled CNT yarns represent a complex self-assembled system with applications as large-range strain sensors and

robust rotational actuators.
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electrical resistance. Furthermore, the twists in an
entanglement can be released under predefined
tensile loads to rotate a heavy object at high speed
for many cycles with a higher output energy density.
Our results demonstrate a complex twist-induced yarn
structure and its potential applications as superelastic
strain sensors and rotational actuators.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The fabrication of yarn entanglements was based on
the conventional dry-spinning technique widely used
for spinning straight CNT yarns and fibers,4,5 while here
we introduced high degree overtwisting to change the
yarn morphology. Overtwisting is a simple and con-
trollable method to form single-helix and double-helix
structures along the yarn, as reported previously.20,21

The entire process involved several steps that con-
verted the material shape from a straight yarn to a
helical yarn with close arranged loops, and ultimately a
highly entangled agglomerate by continuous spinning
(illustrated in Figure 1a). Single-walled CNT films were
synthesized by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) using
ferrocene and xylene as the catalyst and carbon pre-
cursor with a small addition of sulfur at a reaction
temperature of 1160 �C, and CNT yarns were fabricated
by spinning as-grown freestanding CNT films (see
Methods for details). The two ends of a single yarn
were fixed on an electric motor and a metal block,
respectively, and twists were incorporated into the yarn
from the rotating motor. With increasing overtwisting,
self-assembled double-helix structures evolved at
random positions along the yarn length and gradually
intertwined together to form various configurations. An
initially long yarn finally shrank into a small aggregation
containing extensive twists; however, the structure
remained stable even when the yarn ends were not
fixed, indicating that all the twists were self-interlocked
within the entanglement.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) characteriza-

tion shows that as-produced CNT entanglements have
various configurations, consisting of mostly double-
helix segments with different sizes and other helical
structures mixed together (Figure 1b,c). These double-
helix and other segments form at themiddle portion of
a single yarn, protruding toward random directions.
Formation of different morphologies is due to the
nucleation of those branches at arbitrary positions,
and more controlled structure might be obtained
by predefining the nucleation sites. Many unique
structures are observed, for example, a double-helix
wrapped by another spiral helix (Figure 1d). Enlarged
views on the center portions reveal very complex and
intertwined structures that have not been observed
in previously reported CNT yarns (Figure 1e�g). There
are aligned wrinkles present on the loop surface
which represent the traces of overtwisting (Figure 1f).
The entangled portion is stable and does not unravel in

air or liquid. A yarn with smaller diameter (<20 μm)
usually results in a denser configuration compared with
larger diameter yarns (Supporting Information, Figure S1).
On the basis of the CNT bundle diameter and intertube
distance, the yarn has a packing density (percentage of
CNT volume) of less than 30% and maintains a porous
structure after such extensive twisting (Figure S2). For-
mation of these highly entangled features without break-
ing the structure is owing to the extreme flexibility of our
single-walled nanotube yarns.
The complex entanglement can be resolved into a

straight (single-helical) yarn by pulling the exposed
yarn ends toward opposite directions (Figure 1h).
The straightened yarn length typically increases by
several folds in this way. Thus, the intertwined portion
is not dead-locked and fully resolvable upon uniaxial
stretching. When the yarn ends are tethered by grips,
the twists cannot be released during stretching and the
straightened yarn tend to shrink into an entanglement
again upon load removal. Unless one of the ends is free
for rotation, a partial or fully resolved yarn still contains
helical loops or twists locally. The entangled yarn
shows elastic recovery during relatively slow or fast
stretching for many cycles.
Mechanical (tensile) tests were carried out by grip-

ping the two yarn ends and stretching the entangle-
ment into a predefined strain, repeatedly (illustrated
in Figure 2a). In this setup, the yarn ends are tethered
and cannot rotate freely; therefore, the twists are
maintained, which is important for elastic recovery
during unloading. A typical stress�strain (σ�ε) curve
until fracture shows ultralarge failure strain (ε = 985%)
due to the yarn straightening with a tensile strength of
about 100 MPa (Figure 2b). Tensile strain is defined as
the stretched yarn length divided by the initial entan-
glement span, and typically the strain values are very
large as seen in Figure 1h. The ultimate tensile strength
depends on a few factors including the yarn diameter,
uniformity and existing stress concentration sites due
to high-degree overtwisting. There are two distinct
stages during loading, a long plateau (ε = 0�800%)
corresponding to entanglement resolving and a steep
rising of stress due to ultimate yarn stretching until
fracture (ε = 800�985%). The first stage is character-
ized by many fluctuations indicating high instability
caused by the entangled structure, while the second
stage (on resolved single-helix yarn) is rather smooth
with increased slope. We have set a tensile strain of
500% to investigate the behavior of the entanglement
within the first (elastic) stage. Many pronounced stress
peaks occur during loading, which corresponds to the
resolving events of the complex entanglement con-
sisting of mostly double-helix segments (Figure 2c).
Furthermore, σ�ε curves from the second cycle to the
following cycles are highly consistent in which the
stress peaks occur at similar positions with comparable
intensities, while the first cycle is different from others.
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Microstructure analysis reveals that the entanglement
reorganizes its structure after the first cycle, and then
remains the same configuration during subsequent
cycles (Figure S3). Sometimes we observe that a com-
plex entanglement reorganizes into a relatively simple
structure consisting of two double-helix segments.
This structural reorganization is due to different
loading conditions between the fabrication process

(a constant weight was fixed to one of the yarn end,
Figure 1a) andmechanical testing (with changing load/
stress, Figure 2c). Under the same loading condition,
the entanglement structure remains stable and rever-
sible starting from the second cycle, resulting in con-
sistent stress peaks (Figure 2c). Although it is difficult
to predefine a particular entanglement morphology,
it might be possible to utilize the loading condition to

Figure 1. Fabrication and characterization of CNT entanglements. (a) Illustration of the spinning process in which a straight
yarnwith two endsfixedwas overtwisted continuously into a helical shape, andfinally an entanglement. (b and c) SEM images
of two CNT entanglements with different morphologies. The exposed yarn ends are indicated, which can be stretched to
resolve the entanglement. (d and e) Enlarged views of the entangled portions within the entanglement shown in (b). (f) Close
view of the yarn surface. (g) Enlarged view of the entanglement shown in (c). (h) Images of an as-spun CNT entanglement and
the resolved straight single-helix yarn by pulling the two yarn ends using tweezers.
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control the twisting behavior at certain degree. Tensile
tests on an entanglement to large strain (ε = 500%) for
600 cycles show repeating stress�strain curves, indi-
cating its long-cycle ability without structural collapse
(Figure S4).
To investigate the reversible structure change in

more detail, an entanglement is stretched at a specific
range (ε = 300�600%) for 20 cycles. The cyclic σ-ε
curves reveal highly reproducible stress peaks (e.g.,
peaks labeled as #11, #12) during both loading and
unloading stages (Figure 2d). Some peaks during un-
loading (#110, #130) also have similar shape (although
with reduced intensity) comparedwith those (#11, #13)
during loading. The results indicate that a stable
entangled structure is maintained during repeated
stretching-releasing, and when a particular over-
twisted point is unraveled (producing a distinct stress
peak), the same structure can be recovered during
unloading. Although the yarn entanglements are ran-
dom and different from one to another, the resolving
process of each entanglement is indeed very stable
and reversible. Stress peaks in the unloading curve also
imply that the entanglement returns to its original
structure elastically, under the condition that the
yarn ends are fixed by the grips to prevent releasing

of internal twists. In addition, significant energy dis-
sipation (due to friction between twisted segments)
accompanies the resolving process, leading to large
stress loops in every cycle.
The observed elastic behavior or CNT yarn entangle-

ments is very suitable for applications such as large
strain-range sensors (up to ε = 500%). Within this large
strain, the entanglement can be stretched at different
speeds (0.03�3 m/min) or strain rates (10�1000%/min)
while producing similar σ�ε curves (Figure 3a).
It shows that the entanglement can be resolved at
high speed with a stable behavior, which is useful
for making stretchable sensors operating at high strain
rates. Simultaneously recorded electrical resistance
(R, measured across the entire yarn span) shows con-
sistent change for nearly 600 strain cycles (Figure 3b).
Although there are small fluctuations appearing in the
resistance curve, a roughly linear relationship can be
distinguished. The increase of R is probably due to the
loss of physical contacts between twisted segments
when they are resolved gradually. Furthermore, the
relative resistance change (ΔR/R) shows reproducible
increase and decrease during 100 cycles, indicating very
stable performance (Figure 3c). The resistance increases
by 64% (ΔR/R ≈ 64%) when the entanglement is

Figure 2. Mechanical properties of CNT entanglements. (a) Illustration of the experimental setup in which the two ends of an
entanglement were tethered by grips (maintaining twists) and stretched uniaxially into predefined tensile strains for cyclic
testing or until fracture. (b) Tensile stress�strain curve of a CNT entanglement showing a failure strain of 985% including two
stages, a large strain rangeof twist resolving (ε=0�800%) followedby a yarn breaking stagewith rapidly increasing stress. (c)
Stress�strain curves recorded over 10 cycles at maximum strain of 500%, showing that the first cycle behavior is different
from the following cycles. (d) Stress�strain curves of an entanglement testedwithin ε = 300�600%, in which the stress peaks
are labeled in the loading (1�17) and unloading stages (10�170).
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stretched to a strain of 500%, reversibly, demonstrating
a large resistance change over a wide strain range
(Figure 3d). The large operating range (ε = 500%)
of our entangled yarns stems from the unique twist-
resolving process, which can hardly be achieved from
conventional CNT-based yarns or films.
Because the CNT entanglements store a large

number of twists, it is possible to construct rotational
actuators by controlled releasing of twists. To this end,
we hang an object with certain weight (e.g., a 3.3 g Al
solid cylinder) to the yarn end, which applies a tensile
stress (about 20 MPa) to the entanglement in a vertical
setup (Figure 4a). This stress value is high enough to
resolve the twists so that the attached object at the free
end can be rotated continuously. During rotation, the
entanglement is converted into a partially then fully
resolved (straightened) yarn, with its length increasing
and the cylinder height dropping gradually over time
(Figure 4a,b). Different frompreviousmethods in which
the actuation is triggered by electric field or chemical
agent, we directly utilize the tensile stress produced
by a foreign object to realize twisting resolving and
configure a mechanically driven actuator. We have
recorded more than 1000 rotation cycles for several
samples, and the actuation typically involves three
stages including accelerating, stabilizing, and final de-
grading. Operating in air, the rotational speed reaches

915 rpm and then gradually drops to zero (Figure 4c). The
platform region corresponding to maximum rotational
speed occurs during the transition of an entanglement
to a partially resolved yarn. After the entanglement has
been fully resolved, one can twist it again into a similar
morphology and use repeatedly. Slight degradation
(decrease of cycle numbers) can be seen after three
actuation cycles by the same yarn, however, the max-
imum rotational speed is maintained in 800�900 rpm for
each cycle (Figure 4d). We have compared the same yarn
spun in different morphologies (straight, single-helix, and
complex entanglement), and the entanglement produces
the largest rotational speed (Figure S5).
We find that the maximum speed generated by

one yarn depends on the applied stress, therefore
its actuating behavior can be tailored. The rotational
speed increases with higher tensile stress because
twists are resolved more rapidly, producing higher
output energy density (Figure 4e). A lightweight CNT
yarn (0.6 mg) can generate energy densities up to
8.3 J/g by calculating the kinetic energy (E) acquired
in the rotating cylinder by

E ¼ 1
2
Jω2 ¼ 1

2
1
2
mr2

� �
ω2

where J is the moment of inertia, m is the mass of the
cylinder (47 g), r is the cylinder radius (13mm), andω is

Figure 3. Large strain-range sensors based on CNT entanglements. (a) Stress�strain curves of an entanglement stretched by
different speeds of 0.03, 0.3, and 3 m/min (corresponding to strain rates of 10, 100, and 1000%/min), respectively.
(b) Simultaneously recorded electrical resistance during the first and 600th cycles, showing a roughly linear relationship.
(c) Relative resistance change (ΔR/R) for about 100 cycles showing highly reproducible and stable values at the stretched
(ε = 500%) and recovered (ε = 0%) states. (d) Close view of ΔR/R for 8 cycles.
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the maximum angular rotating speed (16π rad/s). The
input energy is the decrease of potential energy
(∼0.028 J) of the cylinder (its height has dropped by
61 mm when reaching the maximum speed, see
Figure 4b). This results in an energy conversion efficiency
(from potential to kinetic energy) of about 18% given
E = 0.005 J. Alternatively, we can control the yarn
diameter to obtain different tensile stresses (under the
same load) and tune the rotational speed (Figure 4f). For
thicker yarns (diameter > 60 μm), the generated speed is
relatively low (<600 rpm). Reducing the yarn diameter to
less than 30 μm leads to rapid increase of the tensile

stress within the yarn, resulting in significantly enhanced

speed (∼900 rpm). Currently, the energy density of our

entangled yarns is comparable to previous electrically

driven wax-infiltrated CNT yarns (1.36 J/g), while our

mechanical actuation does not need electrical input.

The performance (e.g., speed, energy density) could be

further improved by spinning thin CNT yarns with higher

strength and reducing air friction during rotation.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we report the fabrication of over-
twisted, resolvable CNT yarn entanglements with high

Figure 4. Rotational actuators based on CNT entanglements. (a) Illustration of the setup inwhich an entanglement was fixed to
a horizontal rod at one end, and attached by ametal cylinder at the other free end. The tensile stress applied by the cylinder can
resolve the twistswithin the entanglement and then rotate the cylinder, enabling rotational actuation. (b) Four snapshots on the
rotating cylinder recorded during actuation.White arrows point to the CNT yarn. (c) Average rotational speed calculated during
the entire actuation process, in which the metal cylinder has rotated for about 1300 cycles until complete stop. The four states
(T1�T4) corresponding to the snapshots in (b) are labeled. (d) Rotational speed of an entanglement when it twists have been
completely resolved and spun again for repeated use (3 times). (e) Rotational speeds of metal cylinders with different weights
(producing different stress values in the yarn), showing increasing speed and energy density with higher stress. (f) Rotational
speeds of the same metal cylinder (weight = 3.3 g) when it was actuated by yarns with different diameters (20�68 μm).
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structural complexity. Owing to the presence of ex-
tensive twists, these entanglements can serve as elastic
strain sensors over a wide strain range, and rotational
actuators with high output energy density. Currently,
the random entanglements show some general
mechanical behavior such as large-strain stretching
and rotational actuation, but such randomness would
cause local fluctuations and performance instability in

strain sensors and rotational actuators. Further study
on the fabrication process and twisting mechanism
might provide solutions on controlling the twisting
position and yarn configuration, and reduce the influ-
ence of randomness. Twisted hierarchical yarn struc-
tures have various applications in micro and nano
electromechanical systems, flexible and superstretch-
able devices, energy storage and conversion materials.

METHODS
Spinning of CNT Entanglements. The spinning process included

the following steps. First, single-walled CNT films were synthe-
sized by CVD with ferrocene and xylene as catalyst and carbon
precursors at a reaction temperature of 1160 �C. The precursor
solution (0.045 g/mL) with a small addition of sulfur (0.001 g/mL)
was injected into the CVD furnace at a rate of 10 μL/min and
carriedbyagasmixture (Ar/H2, volumeratio0.85:0.15) at 1500 sccm
into the reaction zone, typically for a period of 30 min. Second,
an as-synthesized freestanding film (15 cm in length) was
suspended horizontally with two ends fixed on an electric motor
and a metal block (11.8 g), respectively. Third, the film was spun
into a straight yarn at a motor speed of 100 rpm. Then, the
straight yarn was spun into a single-helix yarn by continued
overtwisting. Finally, the spinning was continued at a speed of
about 20 rpm to further twist the yarn into an entanglement
consisting of many double-helix segments. During the entire
process, the metal block attached to one of the yarn end was
moving smoothly toward the electric motor to allow the length
shrinkage of the twisted yarn. The entanglement was removed
from themotor and the block, andmaintained a stable structure.

Structure Characterization and Mechanical Tests. The morphology
and structure of the CNT entanglements before and aftermechan-
ical testingwere characterized by SEM (Hitachi S4800).Mechanical
tests were carried out in a single-column testing instrument
(Instron 5843) equipped with a load cell of 10 N. The two ends
of a CNT entanglement were fixed on a paper sheet with a cut
window by polyvinyl alcohol as adhesive paint. This paper was
installed into two grips aligned in a vertical setup. Then the paper
was cut from its two sides to free the sample. For uniaxial tension
tests, the entanglement was stretched at a constant speed of
1.0mm/min until fracture. For cyclic tests, the stretching/releasing
speed was set as 0.03�3 m/min within a strain range of 0�600%.
Stress�strain curves were recorded simultaneously.

Electrical Measurements. The change of electrical resistance in
the yarn was monitored simultaneously during mechanical
testing. The two ends of a CNT entanglement were connected
to electrical wires by silver paste. During cyclic tension tests,
the current flow through the tested entanglement was also
recorded by a source meter (Keithley 2635A) under a constant
bias (0.1 V). The yarn resistance was calculated for the tested
strain cycles.

Rotational Actuation. One end of the CNT entanglement was
fixed on a suspended rod by polymer adhesive, and the other
end was attached by a metal cylinder with certain weight
(3.3�47.0 g). The setup can be seen as a cylinder hanging on
a rod through a CNT yarn, with the lower end free to rotate.
Under the tensile stress applied by the cylinder, the twisted
entanglement started to resolve and simultaneously rotated the
attached cylinder. The process of rotational actuation continued
and the rotational speed of the cylinder increased to a max-
imum value, stabilized for a while, and then gradually dropped
to zero. A digital camera was used to record the entire process
and the rotational speed (revolutions per cycle) was calculated
throughout the process.
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